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pages immediately following are illustrations of

are universally known as Waterman's Regular

as identified from the Self-filling, the Pocket Type
and the Safety Type.

The Regular Type is made with a plain point section without

threads and when the cap is adjusted over the point it is held in

place by friction.

It may be had with or without clip.

The accompanying illustration clearly indicates the simplicity

of construction.

A—Bo"d. B—Point Section. C—Spjo* Feci. I> Cold Pm. fi

—

Cap
u :th clip nitached. F— Scrtifliutl View.

Note that there are but five parts: the pen point, the spoon feed,

the point section, the barrel and the cap.

The spoon feed, when properly adjusted under the pen point,

insures a constant and steady flow of ink when the pen is in use.

The Regular Type must be filled with a dropper.

To fill pen remove cap, unscrew point section, fill barrel (using

dropper) with Waterman's Ink, readjust point section; wipe

thoroughly pen and joint and pen is ready for use.

The Regular pen is often preferred for office or home desk use

because of the plain point section and because it holds a large

quantity of ink.
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The Duplex 'Pen

WATERMAN'S Ideal Duplex Pen is especially designed for Accounting, Bookkeeping, Checking

and all purposes where the alternate use of two colors of ink is necessary. This pen possesses

utility and tune-saving features that fully justify its popularity.

The holder (Regular Type) is made in two sections—one cardinal and one. black —each section

being a complete fountain pen within itself.

If desired, the cardinal section, designed for red ink, (flay be fitted with a Gold Pen with a fine

stiff point, while the other section may be had with a coarser point for general use.

When not in use the two sections may be disconnected ,-.iul carried in the pocket in the same man-

instant appeal

<Duo'cPoint Gold 'Pen

THE Waterman's Ideal patented Duo-Pomt Gold Per. marks an advance step in conformity with

our policy of manufacturing a point practical for every purpose for which a Gold Pen may properly

be use

T
Pensi

makir

and fi

>uo-Point Gold Pen is made with a reversible point, and virtually comprises two Gold

?. The regular, or side ordinarily used, writes in the usual manner, and comes in fine,

d coarse points, while the reverse side writes with equal facility, but with a stiffer action,

ner mark, thus offering a distinct and practical advantage for bookkeeping, manifolding

iy other writing purposes.

iides of the Duo-Pomt pen have the hard iridium point (carefully ground) featured in

s Ideal Gold Pens, while the flow of mk is equally instantaneous and uniform.

Waterman's Ideai Duo-Point Gold Pens are made in size No. 4 only. Prices on Duo-Point Gold

Pens are $ 1 .00 extra to cast of all holders containing No. 4 size pen.
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Pen Points

The real test or a lountam pen is in it?

action, the facility and comfort with

which it writes.

Much of the enormous success that Water-

man's [deal fountain Pen has enjoyed is due to

Although there are exceptions, it will be
'

ig is a reliable guide whenfound that tin

suggest

The o will

ill tnc

gold I

willal

or flex

goldh
ghapec

For
chargi

e regular and

If liia hand looks to f»u like

the position on the left, he

will get gteitwt MtisfactiM

if lie uaes the manifold point,

which looks like this

It \:r holds his p"> .'!
!••'

between at first and second

finger* many writers d.i

he should have a stub pen

—

an oblique stub that look*

hke this.

ukno m No. 4 size only and Special

to Nos. 4. 5, 6 and 8, $1 .OOmore

nation of thousands of pen users has

.•d that it is practicable to determine

iy a writer holds Ins pen just which

•ill give him the greatest satisfaction.

If the writer is leftfcanded

and Iii .Id.- In-- r-:.n lixe this, a

ball point write smooth'

ly and evenly for him. It looks

[Paos 57}
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Gold Pens

T i pens is due much of the efficiency and 1

ixmtam pen is in its action and the .service iende

le paper in the process ol writing,

hundreds of different kinds of paper, each olfei

, the - it' ..

The Waterman 8 Ideal trade-mark is a guarantee that each

tempered by the Waterman process that insures a maximum oi

heavily tipped with selected hard indium which gives a smooth lo

gold pens.

SPECIAL POINTS

ntwtnBfag X°- I At mal Size

' Every pen is

t found in other

A gold pen for every profession, from the line delicately pointed Accounting pen to a broad thick

stub or the stiff Manifold pen for making carbon copies.

In this line will be found

smoothness and lasting qualitie*

id Extra Brood Kiub cold pens-

to regular price.

.rl ;vn ii'i.i :-.)Ssl--.-i:-^ :Ii>- :uli:ed
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Waterrnaris Pencils

"V^UATERMAN'S Pencils offer an enormous opportunity to increase sales.

V V Every buyer of a Waterman's Pen will buy a pencil, too, if properly approached.

Even those who do riot buy pens, if the mei its of Waterman's Pencils ate explained to diem will buy.

Waterman's Pencils have a number of marked advantages over any other pencil offered to the

|>ublic today.

Waterman's Pencil is the lightest peiKil made. This is a marked advantage.

Waterman's Penal is made of hard lnstious rubber which makes it attractive.

The construction is simplicity itself, then- being hut six simple parts, for this reason Waterman's

Pencil will never get out ot order. It will work satisfactorily for years.

The accompanying illustration shows how simple the construction is.

5. Lead Proprltsr

A hard rabbet barrel, point section and end cap, an aluminum propeller case and propeller make

the entire mechanism,

An extra supply of leads is carried in a magazine in the barrel at the butt end.

To fill— Take a lead from magazine and insert it into die point section by holding the point section

and thumb and turning barrel from right to left; the lead is propelled from the point

a desirable length of lead is exposed by holding the point section between thumb and

i Waterman'
iQQOC bend o

hetwee

r-'ccticn

linger

;

Eve

that it ca

This

fabric tb

Here
Pencil.* 5 I

The
|

because i

The!
lustrous 1

siruction

An adequate 1

Waterman's P<

it possible for the

Ever y merchar

lacks can be mime

Pencil is supplied with Watetman's patented clip, double riveted into barrel, so

become loose.

table feature as it holds the pencil securely in the pocket, does not injure the

3 prevents rolling when pencil is laid on table or desk.

the strong selling points which every salesman selling Waterman's Pens and

cd'io conform to die correct and comfortable position of the guiding finger and

s the pencil securely in the pocket until the writer needs it and prevents

Eal Fountain Pens. This makes

f similar design.

pen numbers. Style; which he
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Some merchants sell pens alone; some

sell pencils alone, and then there are

others who, when pens are sold,

make it a point to suggest pencils that

match and make a double sale.

It is because there is so strong a vogue

today for pens and pencils that match that

we make a pencil to match every pen we
make.

The three pencils shown on the reverse

side of this sheet match our 0 1 8 pen models.

We suggest that you insert this sheet

in your catalogue between pages 60 and 6 1

.

It will act as a permanent reference.

f RCAT) R

\ Pack fiOA ]



Waterman's

Waterman's is

a Real Feature

Pencil
TH*rom the metal-covered rubber tip

it to the unique leads container it

is unusual. The metal up prevents

breaking but does not eliminate the

rubber grip that holds the lead

Outline drawing below illustrates

the mechanist!) ol the refill chamber.

A metal barrel (1) which slips into

the hard rubber er.d (2) holds a dozen

extra leads (3), A superior robber
eraser (4) is in one end of this metal

barrel which may be easily removed
and used. The unique selling point

creates interest whenever shown and
results in many sales.

Models shown 0725N—match per-

fectly 01S series of Waterman's pens,

in black, mottled and cardir

trations are actual sise of pencils that

retail for $2.00.

| P A u r. 6 0 A ]
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WATERMAN S PENCIL GOLD MOUNTED

lllustrdUoiis Arc Actual Size

H
M

[J

H H ?

Above I f Ki. Solid Gold Pencils also ,\o. 0521 Plain and Gothic Gold Filled are made in

yellow and green gofd.

Any of the above pencils -may Ik kiul wuh leads of varying degrees as listed on page 67





Watermans f§)FountainPen

WATERMAN'S PENCIL SHORT [V
; LENGTH

frustrations Arc Actual Size

STERl ING SILVER MOUNTED

Hill
nmmv.w.1. Ko. i;

Pbtijv ?4:iel

Any of the abm pencils may he h.:d with lead* of Varying degrees as listed on page 67
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Waterman s Leads

There arc various preferences

To supply this demand, to

to perfectly satisfy his prefe

in six degrees of hardness as follows

2B Soft

B Medium Soft

HB Medium

1^

(or different kinds of leads.

nahle every Waterman's Pencil user

ence, Waterman's leads are supplied

F Medium Hard

H Hard

2H Very Hard

w.R<>li»- f.v, I

Refill* for -

These leads are packed one dozen in a box and may be profitably sold

t 15 cents a box. Each box is marked plainly so that the character of its

n _

Jf at the time

prefers and is sol*

will give him the

asked what character of lead he

of hardness he prefers, his pencil

faction.
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Waterman's
Pencil

Light Wvight

For Qounter and

Window Display

Tipie ar.ri Durab le F^rnvtneiith lVi-ued

Trir. display cards illus-

trated on this page

arc beautifully litho-

graphed.

They offer the merchant

an opportuiuty, with a

very limited stock, to

permanently feature

Waterman's Pencils and

Waterman's Pen and

Pencil Guards in his

windows andshow cases.

These display cards are

unique. I Jack of the

merchandise is a perfect

reproduction in colors

which is hidden vintil

each article is sold.

When a pencil or a guard

is sold from the card, the

reproduction fills the

place of the sold unit

and avoids the bad im-

pression which unfilled

racks always create.

These special displays

arc furnished when re-

quested, without cost,

when one -half dosen

pencils or guards are

ordered.





Waterman's Combination

Writing Sets

wi
'end] Sets may be had

These pen and pencil sets are packed in leather or

plush-covered, satin-lined boxes and are especially

suitable for gifts.

We are illustrating in this catalog only a few of the

more popular numbers, but the merchant may order

sets by indicating any pen in this catalog and it will be

matched with a corresponding pencil.

Every merchant should have a few of these com-

bination sets in stock. They will always find ready

-i.\]p wherever shown.





I Paoe 72 ]
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V/atermaris QombinationV/riting Sets

r

XV.. FX-«I.'*M Blade—Same

No. PX-iijsS? Black— Saul I se

N.J. OX -5J*;\ .w.i. Ol-fll. t*SO

Nu.UX 5

X - FX 5

Ki:-.-J;

Nr.. P\

1

No. FX '452 Gothic, $111.00

No. FX 45". V w.:. Pi-.:::;, I'au
lr. eemuoe Rnab Icaihcrcw

No. PX-15: . V.w.r. I'ansy I'ai

inhmftaaieiitt phis)) rate

i.PX-*52HShe«i«i.K.C..M;
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Engraving

We illustrate below a variety of monograms and letterings from which

to make selection

For prices see page 76

In ordering engraving it is urged that special care be used to print initials

and name distinctly, as alterations can rarely be made.



L Waterman's |fj) FountainPen

Engraving

Nothing eives as mas much distinction or individuality to a gold or silver

very wide range ol designs from which to choose, together with assurance

of prompt and skillful workmanship.

Special care should always be exercised by the customer to select a

style that will fit well in the space on the mounting in which the engraving

is to be done.

During the Christmas season orders cannot be executed promptly if

received later than December 15th.

StyU- 1. X Lottcrinu, S> nyt. small .

Style I. 10 Lettering, HV» l, snail .

.

Style l.X 5 ' I ettenn/. a.* illustrated ....

Style L ii Letterm*. U illiwratej

Name, machine engraved, on rubber bolder .

,



'75he Gift Practical

Gift'GIvlsg is universal. People of all countries show their apprecia-

- tion of friendship by making presentations to those they love or

esteem.esteem.

New Ye Easter, school and college commencements,

edding anniversaries, and celebrations in honor

?ns tor liberal giving and special opportunities

for increased sales.

The merchant who takes this tact into consideration realises the wisdom
of being prepared to supply gifts of suitable character.

There is no gift n

and for all occasii

For the child at s

desk, the salesman <

or in his office; at r

the student or the

all ages—from thirteen years and over

:rman's Tdeal Fountain Pen.

>r girl at college, the clerk at his or her

woman in the home, the man at home

: of age, Waterman's Ideal Fountain Pen is always

Fountain Pe rcted at the sired to

For gift-giving, in addition to regular Waterman's styles., Waterman's

Pens may be had with emblematic mountings. On page 55 will be

found suggestive styles for fraternal orders, class, fraternity, college, club

and society emblem designs.

and guards in a case—are

directed to pages 70, 71, 72, •

Sets are fully described.

>en and pencil, or a

commended. Your
.vhich Waterman's »
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Waterman's Ideal lnl{

For Fountain Fen and Central Use

The sale of Wa
to the ruerchan

First, it is on

it is the best known.

m's Ideal Ink offers three marked advantages

idred per cent satisfactory to the. user; second,

liked, writing fluid in existence, and, third, it

yields the merchant a satisfactory profit.

Although Waterman's Ideal Ink was first made to satisfy the fountain

pen need for a superior ink, its exceptional quality soon caused its adoption

for office work as well and today it is universally used for every writing

ink purpose.

To perfectly function, a fountain pen demands an ink free from sedi-

ment, that will not corrode, that will flow freely and never clog and yet

has full color and permanency. Waterman's Ink was made to fill these

requirements which were partly if not entirely lacking in many inks

offered.

When Waterman's Ideal Fountain Pen and Waterman's Ideal Ink are

used in combination, the highest writing efficiency is attained.

In addition to being the best ink offered, Waterman's Ideal Ink is so

packaged that it insures rapid sale.

Waterman's Ideal Ink may be had in containers of various sizes and

shapes, ranging from gallon jugs for commer cial use to two-ounce bottles.

In designing these, various styles of containers, the convenience of both

the user and the merchant has been kept constantly in mind.

illustrated the various styles and sises of

abk, together with prices.

m"s Pens help to sell Waterman's Ink and

On the following pages ai

containers that are always av

It is an axiom that Water-

Waterman's Ink helps to sell

rhe ght imself with

nid varied

READ THE FOLLOWING PAGES NOW
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Show Qases

As

91

pen business that we supply these units with trays, at cost to us.

Wc believe that the proper display of pens in the store is quite as

important as window display. The way in which pens are shown
lias a marked effect on pen buyers.

An attractive show case with an orderly and complete stock not

> may oe in harmony with the store s appearance,

es in different kinds of wood and are always pre-

! trim when merchants send us a sample of their

se works to its fullest power when it is used for the pur'
pose for which it was intended. Its value is lessened when used for

other purposes.

If you want Waterman's show cases and trays to give you the best
results, use them only for Waterman's Pens and Pencils.

Keep the pens and pencils properly arranged and the glass and
show case clean and the advantages of a show case will immediately
be seen.

We unhesitatingly say that a merchant who has been able to do a
fair pen and pencil business without a show case will double his sales

if he uses Waterman's show case as it should be used.

Select your show case now from the illustrations on the following

pages.







{ Page 85
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About (Repairs

DEAL FOUNTAIN PENS are guaranteed perfect when

so guaranteed perfect in service.

5 it is essential that both you ami we must lie. m position to

,-e guarantee when we sell.

This means the maintenance of complete facilities to repair fountain pens that for any

Every Waterman'* Ideal Fountain Pen is carefully inspected before it leaves our factory.

It is in perfect condition when it leaves your store. But after it leaves you and us we can-

not control what happens.

Fountain pen users are often careless and even when careful have. Unavoidable accidents.

The perfect pens they buy get out of order and a pen doctor must be called upon.

It is because we know this that we maintain repair departments at our various Service

There is little immediate profit to you or to us in repairs but making repairs, promptly

and ernciently, results in good will and this good will brings large profits eventually in the

Repairing a fountain pen often requires even more skill than making a new pen. For

this reason we employ m our Repair Departments only the highest type of skilled labor,

men whose experience and ability enable them to quickly determine pen troubles and

These men are ready to serve you. Consequently it is better to send to our nearest

service station, (see page 87) any of our pens in need of repair, than to attempt to do it

yourself.

If you will do this and adhere closely to instructions on the following page, you will

find that repairing pens will cease to be an annoyance and will prove a source of increased

To emphasise the necessity of closely following instructions, please have the following

Unless pens are carefully marked, and a complete system of identification is main-

tained. it is impossible for us to make prompt and satisfactory returns.

To avoid errors and annoying delays, we supply repair envelopes so printed that the

merchant can quickly fill in all the information we need to perfectly repair a pen and make

quick return. Rarely is a letter of information needed when these, envelopes are used.



Watermans i§| Fountain Pen

(Directions for (Repairs

. REPAIRS should

supplies. Waten
Service Station from which you receive

>ns may be addressed as follows:

179 St. James Stf

1. Before enclosing pen in envelope, remove all ink.

2. Send complete pen f1Jf a l| repair* or adjustment*.

3. Indicate on repair envelope all repair* needed and y
FIRM name and address

4. Enclose pen in envelope.

5. Mail to us revered n..n!, ni=t-class postage.

IL, C.'

n. If letter is written and mailed .separately—which is rarely

necessary—give full detail, date pen was mailed, style and

si:c of pen. and Owner** name. Thil will enable us to iden-

tify your pen.

7. ComlBunicariom about repairs or exchange! should always

be signed with FIRM name.

Price List of Separate Pari!; for A/1 Types of Waterman's Ideal Fountain Pen

Noil

—

For illustration nf MritttJ prtr!.i res /WRei 16. 36. 43, rl

Notrraa on B?«i»

HEW PARTS

Ink'. Hall Point and Extra

. $O..W> each Interior S
0 4:> ci. 1 ^ i'r.. Insivi

.. mss." . Ji.io: n

. 01854V.

01854V..

.. j.i ii -.lir...t..:i,-: 1 .iir-

I 1.11 l..-ml:li IM.iiti M..I

with Cold FilledCUp i, 1. 1 |i. 1 , v. l-.i !i

ltult 1- tid ot Every llolrlrr

straightened, for .SO

:hHi"-vliV^w!.rr.s.*V.. iV
.:'

i't:i-. oMul.cr N... .S nrr- r.r.:u.:r.

rtrai^lil.jin-! h it r««:n their ori fins'
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Impairs for Waterman's Pencil

The six simple parts of this Pencil, as numbered below, have passed

caretul inspection and are guaranteed perfect when sold.

Nam» op Parts

No. 1 . Barrel

No. 2. Hard Rubber Pomt Sec-

No. 3. Hard Rubber End Cap
No. 4. Aluminum Propeller Case
No. 5. Lead Propeller

No. 6. Magaane for Leads

Rfpair or Replacement Costs

Rubber Barrel $0.25
Rubber Point Section 25
Rubber End Cap 15

Aluminum Propeller Ca>e 25

Lead Propeller 10
Clips: regular 15c; Sterling Silver 50c;

Gold Filled -SI .00. U Kt. Solid Gold $2.00

TO OPERATE
Hold Point Section (2) firmly, and turn Barrel (1) to the right. A slight turn will propel

the lead to the desired length. To repel lead, hold Point Section (2) firmly, turn Barrel (1

)

to the left; lead can then be pushed back with slight pressure.

Hold Point Section (2) firmly, s f •„ !-_•:": .: cones ti

Length of lead point can now be regulated by same method as directed under "To Oper-

ate," by holding Hard Rubber Point Section (2) firmly, and turning Barrel (1) to the right.

Refill leads, full or shor t length (12 leads in a box) . . .. 15c per box

WATERMAN'S PENCIL is manufactured and gauged to use standard small-sued leads.
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Store System

O as to be able to render the best pen service at all times, the mer-

chant should observe carefully the following

General Ityiles

A properly systematized and well located pen case or department.

Displayed stock should be so classified and placed as to immediately produce the exact

style and price of pen desired.

Pens should he kept in trays and classified according to type: Self-tilling; Regular; Pocket

Type; Safety.

Each pen should be properly labeled.

Display pens should Ix: filled with ink ready for instant use.

Vent holes in caps of Regular Type should be kept filled with wax furnished by us for

that purpose, until sale »s made. For all other types vent holes should be kept open.

When pen is sold from tray replace it with duplicate pen from stock so that trays will

always lie full.

Maintain an accurate record of stock, compiled according to price, type and pen point.

Deduct daily safes and add new shipments, thus maintaining a continuous record of pens

in stock.

Keep a careful record of sales, with name and address of purchaser when possible. This

will make a valuable mailing list.

Order new pens to replace those sold, at frequent intervals. This will maintain a com-

plete stock, essential to a successful business.

Have handy neat pads of scratch paper upon which the customer may test the points

of pens when miking selection.

Label* that become soiled should immediately be removed and new labels, which we
supply, attached in their place.

Pen stock should be frequently examined and all parts should be carefully cleaned.

Concentrate on one nuke of pens. You may lose an occasional sale but sellitn; one make
demonstrates your confidence in the pen you otter and will make many extra sales for every

sale you might otherwise lose.

More complete and detailed instructions for the guidance of sales people arc contained

in our booklet, "Hints to Dealers," and our series of "Talks to Salesmen," which we furnish

free and which should be kept in all pen departments so that salesmen may familiarize

themselves with the details of pen salesmanship.

[ Pace 90
J
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Qompktc Stoc\s

3 king the past few years there ha%-e been marked change* in the merchandising
methods of the more successful merchants.

>gnized that many merchants lose sales because they are unable to

ed of the prospective buyer and because of a surplus of slow-selling

secure an adequate turnover. The more successful n-c chants realise

supply the actual need of tl

numbers they fail to secure

that the solution of the pro

By "complete stocks" is i

number of styles to satisfy

of the

mplete.

The well-located merchant in a large city can wisely carry a more d-versifted stuck than

the merchant in a small town, but neither can alford to ignore the advantages offered by

The two most important features in selling fountain pens are the size of the barrel and

the character of the pen point.

The ease with which a pen may be held and the adaptability of the pen point to the style

of writing have far mo-c weight with the average buyer than the way a pen is ornamented.

A fifty-dollar pen becomes a nuisance if it does not conform to the habits of the writet.

A five-dollar pen that does conform is a constant joy and satisfaction.

A "complete" stock consists of a sufficient number of styles so that a satisfying style

i-erage merchant

idsfied froHi lv-

aler satisfy in a

"»

A good tule to follow to insure complete stocks at all times is to have a definite ordering

date. Many merchants, many successful merchants, order twu-e a month on the tenth and
the twenty-fifth. It is a fixed rule with them that stock book shall be examined and orders

sent in to complete stock on these dates. Others find that one date a month—preferably

the fifteenth—is sufficient.

If you will first establish a complete stock and then determine to keep it complete, you
will find your pen business will rapidly grow.

[Pac« 91 I
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Advertising

in r. that is today in common use has been mc
•rtised than Waterman's Ideal Fountain Pen.

: consistently and effectively

. F.. Waterman
r by merchants

in eve
Fort

mctho

Waterman biwmess lias likewise played an t

tining.

Waterman's advertising baa always be<

has a desire for excessive advertising led

returns which adve.t tisinp might logically

i the development of the Waterman b

economical

; i- little

"The

of adver-

lines. N'evct

Xtibn BO trie

to increase fa power by
dvcrtis'actual results, has enabled as to gradually mere;

without a corresponding increase in tlx* price of OW
We have always realirx-d that advertising unscieni

rather than an effective force.

Waterman'* advertising has for years appeared in magazines and

value.

Where it could be done to advantage, billboards and street cars have been effectively

used.

Waterman's have always recognized the fact, however, that the most impci tatit link in

ipproprtaiwn for ad

sed may become a destructive

w/<papers of tested

the r.

To
have e

to the

ain is the mercliant to whom the consumer turns for sei

I
hnk, to insure cooperation where cooperation is vital, Wateimans
to supply dealers with such advertising material as could he used

Available to Jiterchanis

electrotypes.

A feature of Waterman's adver f>im; which ha* prove! lwrke.l :uiv;r.:..(; • r.. me-
diants who have availed themselves of it is our annual series of seasonable direct-by-niail

folder 5.

These folders, which are timely, appealing to the school, vacation and Christmas oppor-

tunity, are beautiful in design and lithogtaphed in many colors. They arc supplied to

merchants in desired qmntities, imprinted with their name and address, to be mailed or

distributed by the stores to customers and prospects. They are furnished free of expense

to the. niet chant and prove a great sales help.

There is not sufficient space in this catalog to fully describe tin- full scope Of Water-

in a separate pamphlet on Advertising

which will be forwarded upon request.
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T5hc Qurc of a Pen

THE fact must be recognized that a fountain pen requires care.

Persons using a fountain PCfl for the fost time often do not reali^ this. Even

He should he told that when tiding the seff-nlhng type the gold pen mould be com-

pletely immersed in Waterman's Ink and left in the ink fix two seconds after the lever has

been snapped into place; oUwrwisc the filling operation will not be complete.

If he buys a regular, pocket type or safety, he should be carefully instructed how to fill

it and bis attention called to live "instruction sheet" which accompanies ever/ Water-

man's Pen.

He should be told never to attempt to remove or regulate the gold pen or feed which

have been scientifically adjusted by skilled workmen, that if the action cr -low of ink are

ght position, with vent ho:

£ the body: that the safety

deration

position

He should be told how to cleanse his pen; that the point section, the gold pen and spoon-

feed should occasionally be given a thorough cleansing to remove particles of dust that are

apt to accumulate and prevent a free flow of ink. Cold water and a few drops of ammonia

should be used: bot water never, as it destroys the lustre on the rubber.

After cleaning or nlh.ng, the thread and banel should be thoroughly dried.

To thoroughly cleanse the self-filling type, all that is necessary is to insert the point in

cold water and operate the lever up and down, forcing the water in and out through the

drop out of barrel and then allowing

it will cleanse itself,

piece of tissue paper wrapped

iges 16. J6, 4 J, 51—which show the detail of construction of

s Pens—will make these instructions very clear.



lifari^ Waterman's |||FountainPen \^Lml

'Pens as cPrizcs

tnuKc: the past few years there has developed a strong ten-

ncy to offer prises as a reward for more efficient effort.

Many manufacturers, intent on stimulating greater effort

among th

to men s

creasing

the best

offering a

The sa

accomplis

Insurai

reward f<

There

than a W
Here ii

purer

your

il,.

F product; t

S find a do:

laking

ns for

erchants. They offer special prizes for definite

award hundreds of prizes to solicitors a* a

ward that can he offered to greater advantage

.1 Fountain Pen.

y many merchants overlook that may lx? taken

ual value of a Waterman's Ideal Fountain Fen

s Waterman's a most desirable award on occa-

exceeding two lines) will 1

quoted upon application.

al or firm names (not

1 prices which will be
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AWaterman's Show Case will be

one of your very Best Salesmen!
WATERMAN'S SHOW CASE will not only add immeasurably to the

general attractiveness of your store but will prove one of your very best

pen and pencil salesmen ! In fact, the merchant who has been able to do a

fair pen business without a show case, very often doubles his sales when he

uses a Waterman's show case for the exclusive display of Waterman's Pens,

Pencils, and Inks—as it should be used.

Atld we are, therefore, anxious to furnish you

an attractively designed, well constructed and

beautifully finished show case, with trays to

fit, at actual cost to us to manufacture it.

You w ill find on the follow ing pages illustra-

tions of Waterman's show cases in a variety of

designs and capacities and in finishes that will

suit your store trim— all of the. cases being

built in our own factory by master cabinet

makers and with the same expert care and

attention to details thai w e use in the manu-

facture of our pens, pencils, and inks.

Any of our sales representatives will be very

glad to fully explain to you just how you can

obtain a Waterman's show case—or write

L. E. Waterman Company #§p
191 Broadway-

New York City

129 So. Stale Street

Chicago, 111.

40 School Street

Boston, Mass.

609 Market Street

San Francisco, Cal.

Size over all: 17 inches wide; 24 inches deep; 42

inches high. Displays 6 dozen Waterman's Ideal

Fountain Pens (including space tor 2 Combination

Sets: on two No. 21 trays. Slide-down mirrored door

in hack. Lower display compartment — inside: 13

inches wide; 8 inches deep; 15 1
j inches high, with a

sliding plate glass door in front and highly polished

wood back and sides. Storage compartment in hack.

Show Case finished in Oak. Mahogany or Walnut SHOW CASH No. 6



A Waterman's Shoiv Case, Properly Used,

SHOW CASE No. 2

Size over alb S inches wide-; 9j { inches deep;
T7 1

.,, inches high. Displays 2 dozen Waterman's
Ideal Fountain Pens on a lunged, swing-down,
plush covered tray— and including 1 Combination,
Set in Treasure Chest on a Stationary shelf above.
Door in back that swings down farenough to allow
easy access to hinged display tray (same arrange-
mentas in Show Case No. 4). Strip of plush top of
swing-down door forms a background ro shelf.
Show Case finished in Oak, Mahogany or Walnut.

SHOW CASE No. 4
Size over all: 15 1

1 inches wide; 9hi inches deep;
17,J .i inches high. Displays 4 dozen Waterman's
Ideal Fountain Pens on a hinged, swing-down,
plush covered tray—and including 2 Combination
Sets on stationary shelf above. Door in back that
swings down far enough to allow easy access to
hinged display tray. Strip of plush lop of swing-
down door forms a background to stationary shelf.
Show Case finished in Oak with, green plush and

Mahogany or Walnut with gray plush. SHOW CASE No. 4 (back closed)

SHOW CASE N

A Proper Display of Pens in Your Store is



Will Double Your Waterman's Business!

SHOW CASE No. 12

Size over all: 31 inches wide; 24 inches deep; 42
inches high. Displays 12 dozen Waterman's Ideal

Fountain Pens including space for 4 Combination
Sets) on four No. 21 trays. Slide-down mirrored

door in back. Display compartment in lower from
-inside: 2 5 inches wide; 9 1

,. inches deep; 13H
inches high, with a sliding plate glas> door in iront

and highly polished wood back and sides. One full

w idth drawee and a storage compartment with two
hinged, swing-out doors, back of lower compart-

ment. Show Case finished in Oak, Mahogany or

Walnut. Equipped for electric lighting, if desired.

SHOW CASE No. 24

Size over all: 60 inches wide; 24 inches deep; 42
inches high. Displays 24 dozen Waterman's Ideal

Fountain Pens including space for 8 Combination
Sets: on eight No. 21 tra\s. Two slide-down, mir-

rored doors back of upper display compartment.
Display compartment in lower front— inside: 55

inches wide; 7 ;
: inches deep; 14 1

a inches high,

with sliding plate glass doors in front and highly

polished wood in back and sides. Fight storage

ment. Show Case finished in Oak. Mahogany or

Walnut. Equipped for electric lighting, if desired.

is as Important as Your Windoiv Display



Shoiv Cases Multiply Waterman's Sales

SHOW CASE No. 30

Size over all: 73 - inches wide; 24 inches deep; 42 inches high

Displays 30 dozen Waterman's Ideal Fountain Pens (including space for 10 Combi-

nation Sets) on ten No. 21 trays. Three slide-down, mirrored doors hack of upper

display compartment.

Display compartment in lower front— inside: 69 inches wide; 7% inches deep; 14 1

-'

inches high, with sliding plate glass doors in front and highly polished wood hack

and sides. Twelve storage drawers, four to a tier, in hack of lower compartment.

Show Case No. 30 finished in Oak, Mahogany or Walnut.

Equipped for electric lighting if desired.

And Qreatly Decrease Your Selling Effort!




